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Diplomatic offensive

• 4 men ~ believed to be members of the Pakistan-based

Jaish-e-Mohammed ~ the discovery of a tunnel

• Indian Government has decided to step up its diplomatic

campaign to hold Pakistan accountable

• Foreign Secretary Harsh Shringla briefed a select group

of Ambassadors on the plot ~ planned on the same scale

as last year’s Pulwama bombing that killed 40 Central

Reserve Police Force personnel, and timed for the

anniversary of the 2008 Mumbai attacks



• Indian missions have also been instructed to pass

on details of the “information docket” handed

over, which includes details of the encounter in

Nagrota between the suspected terrorists hiding

in a truck and security forces, as well as the AK-

47 rifles, 29 grenades and 7.5 kg of RDX explosive

material the men allegedly had.

• Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s statement ~

“nefarious attempt to target grassroots level

democratic exercises in Jammu and Kashmir”



• By apprising the international community, it would seem the

government has a multi-pronged strategy.

1. To ensure that the full implications of the aborted attack and

what could have occurred are understood worldwide, and the

threat India continues to face from cross-border terror is

acknowledged.

2. Any actions India takes against terror threats the Army

perceives along the LoC this point on will be considered

retaliatory.

3. To put Pakistan, which has itself been making allegations about

a terror threat from India, squarely on notice



• However, the Modi government must also

remember that invoking the international

community can be a double-edged sword in its

bilateral conflict with Pakistan, that could invite

discomforting interventionary interest.

• India’s success lies in protecting its borders, as

done in Nagrota, and by providing a peaceful and

stable environment in J&K so as to restart the

much-delayed democratic process there, despite

all attempts to derail it.
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• Solar power tariffs keep crashing, without an end

in sight.

• Recent bids invited by Solar Energy Corporation

of India (SECI) recorded tariffs of Rs 2 per unit, a

marked fall from the previous low of Rs 2.36 per

unit.

• The constant lowering of tariffs gels with India’s

ambitious plan to transition towards increasing

the incidence of renewable energy sources to

power the economy.



• Target ~ 100 GW by 2022

• India’s solar capacity at the end of 2019-20 was

34.62 GW, of which 65% had come up in the

preceding three years.

• Policies such as waiving interstate transmission

charges and setting up solar parks to reduce

capital costs played a part in the boom.

• China has played an important part in the ramp

up of solar capacity as it is a large supplier of

solar cells.



• In the last four years, China has supplied around

75% to 90% of the value of solar cells imported

into India each year.

• Another challenge is the dire financial position

that state electricity distribution companies and

state governments find themselves in.

• To build on the early success, both states and the

Centre need to foster a stable operating

environment for firms. Unless that’s done, we may

end up once again with stranded power plants.



Say ‘no’ to corporate houses in Indian banking

• An Internal Working Group of the Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) has recommended that corporate

houses be given bank licences.

• The idea of allowing corporate houses into

banking is by no means novel.

• In February 2013, the RBI had issued guidelines

that permitted corporate and industrial houses to

apply for a banking licence.

• Some houses applied, although a few withdrew

their applications subsequently.



• No corporate was ultimately given a bank licence.

• Only two entities qualified for a licence, IDFC and Bandhan

Financial Services.

• In 2014, the RBI restored the long-standing prohibition on the

entry of corporate houses into banking.

• It had observed, “The Committee also believes it is premature to

allow industrial houses to own banks. This prohibition on the

‘banking and commerce’ combine still exists in the United States

today, and is certainly necessary in India till private governance

and regulatory capacity improve.”

• The RBI’s position on the subject has remained unchanged since

2014.



• The Internal Working Group report weighs the

pros and cons of letting in corporate houses.

• Corporate houses will bring capital and expertise

to banking.

• Moreover, not many jurisdictions worldwide bar

corporate houses from banking.

• As the report notes, the main concerns are

interconnected lending, concentration of

economic power and exposure of the safety net

provided to banks (through guarantee of

deposits) to commercial sectors of the economy.



• Corporate houses can easily turn banks into a

source of funds for their own businesses.

• In addition, they can ensure that funds are

directed to their cronies.

• They can use banks to provide finance to

customers and suppliers of their businesses.

• Just as politicians have used banks to further

their political interests, so also will corporate

houses be tempted to use banks set up by them to

enhance their clout.



• Not least, banks owned by corporate houses will

be exposed to the risks of the non-bank entities

of the group.

• Depositors may have to be rescued through the

use of the public safety net.

• Corporate houses are adept at routing funds

through a maze of entities in India and abroad.

• Tracing interconnected lending will be a

challenge.



• Fourth, pitting the regulator against powerful

corporate houses could end up damaging the

regulator.

• There is a world of difference between a

corporate house owning an NBFC and one

owning a bank.

• Bank ownership provides access to a public

safety net whereas NBFC ownership does not.

• India’s banking sector needs reform but

corporate houses owning banks hardly qualifies

as one.



With land rights, but no land

• Tribal politics in the erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir was

focused on the twin issues of political reservation and

enactment/extension of the Forest Rights Act (FRA) of 2006.

• Mainstream political parties, which are now arguing for these rights

for the Adivasis in J&K, failed to provide them these rights when

they were in power for years.

• This failure continues to aggravate the problems of the Adivasis in

J&K who were provided reservations in jobs, but no political

reservation though this was constitutionally mandated.



• It is this lack of political reservation that has been

a major reason for their marginalisation.

• The Adivasis have had to largely depend on non-

tribal leadership to represent their issues and

demands.

• Lack of political reservation meant that their

issues were never adequately represented in the

Legislative Assembly.

• The vote share of Adivasis is a major deciding

factor in almost 21 Assembly constituencies, yet

they remain politically marginalised.



• However, similar urgency wasn’t shown in the

extension of the FRA to J&K after the abrogation

of special status though many other Central laws

were extended to the Union Territory.

• In fact, the FRA should have been in place in J&K

long time ago — nothing in Article 370 prevented

the Legislative Assembly from enacting a similar

law.

• The FRA would have provided Adivasis in J&K

access and ownership rights, forest-based

livelihood rights, and minor forest produce rights.

Adivasis, especially nomads, have neither land

rights nor rehabilitation rights.



• The J&K government has now decided to implement the FRA. On

November 18, the J&K Chief Secretary reviewed the

implementation of the FRA.

• It has been decided that the survey of claimants by the forest

rights committees for assessing the nature and extent of rights

being claimed at the village-level would be completed by January

15, 2021.

• Subsequently, the claims would be scrutinised by the sub-

divisional committees, which will then prepare a record of forest

rights by or before January 31, 2021.

• District-Level Committees will give the final approval and grant

forest rights by March 1, 2021.



• Implementing the FRA is a welcome step.

However, instead of alleviating fears of

displacement and disempowerment, the law has

only increased those fears.

• This is primarily because this is happening

against the backdrop of the J&K government’s

decision on October 31 to declare the State Land

(Vesting of Ownership to the Occupants) Act,

2001, also known as the Roshni Act, null and void.



• This Act has been controversial due to the

questionable transfer of ownership of state land

to many influential people, including Ministers,

legislators, bureaucrats, and police officers.

• Some say that it provided ownership rights to

many poor, landless Adivasis as well; now the

land will be retrieved from them.

• In such a scenario, the Adivasis will fail to prove

their claims of ownership under the FRA.

• Further, in the last few weeks, the eviction and

demolition drives against nomads have intensified

without any rehabilitation plans in place.



• In the rest of India, the FRA provided and

recognised the forest rights of forest dwellers

who had occupied forest land before December

13, 2005.

• No such cut-off date has been mentioned in the

case of J&K.

• Without a cut-off date, with land being retrieved

after declaring the Roshni Act null and void, and

with forceful evictions taking place, many tribal

families are unlikely to benefit from the

implementation of the FRA.
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PM says priority will be given to ensure that everyone gets COVID-

19 vaccine

National COVID-19 recovery rate reaches 93.72 pct

President Kovind to inaugurate All India Presiding Officers’

Conference in Kevadia, Gujarat

PM to virtually attend celebration of Centennial Foundation Day of

University of Lucknow

“Nivar” in Bay of Bengal intensifies into severe cyclonic storm; 7

districts in Tamil Nadu & Puducherry expected to get extremely

heavy rainfall



Govt approves 7 proposals of Food Processing Projects worth

over Rs 234 cr

Nearly 11,60,000 COVID samples tested in country in last 24

hours

Senior Congress leader Ahmed Patel passes away

Govt blocks access to 43 mobile apps

Agriculture Minister unveils ‘Sahakar Pragya’ to impart training

to primary cooperative societies in rural areas

China says it will work to implement extension of G-20 led Debt

relief initiative



7th Joint Trade Committee Meeting held between India &

Myanmar; both sides review various bilateral issues

UN Chief calls for immediate, unconditional ceasefire in

Afghanistan

HC upholds choice, U.P. govt. clears ordinance

Uddhav to PM: Oppn. parties shouldn’t play politics over COVID-

19

Kerala moves SC on airport takeover

Adhere to COVID-19 norms in rallies: HC



‘Vaccine likely in four to six weeks’

Jail term, fine for ‘unlawful’ religious conversions in U.P.

Permanent Commission: Army officers move SC

Sputnik V shows interim efficacy of 91%, says RDIF

Won’t interfere in personal relations, says Allahabad HC
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Do you know? 

Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of  the gift of  knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


